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The closure algebra1 which is considered here is one in which the

closure operation C satisfies the condition :

(1) — C — Cx = Cx for all x in the domain of C.

A closure algebra which satisfies (1) will be called a C-5 algebra.2 In

§1, it is shown that condition (1) may be expressed in many diverse

forms. For example, in a closure algebra, (1) is equivalent to:

C(x-Cy) = CxCy for all x and y in the domain of C.

It is also shown that the closure operator in a C-5 algebra is com-

pletely distributive over addition. In §2, MacNeille's extension3 of a

C-5 algebra is defined and it is shown that the extension is a C-5

algebra.

1. C-5 algebras. A C-5 algebra is defined as follows:

Definition 1.1. An ordered quadruple zA=(A, -, —, C) is said

to be a C-5 algebra if the following conditions are satisfied :

(i) (A, ■, — ) is a Boolean algebra. (We shall use + as the Boolean

operation of addition; ;= as the Boolean relation of less than or equal

to; 0 and 1 as the zero and unit elements of the Boolean algebra.)

(ii)  C is a unary function from A to A.

(iii) x^Cx for all x in A.

(iv) CCx = Cx for all x in A.

(v) C(x+y) = Cx+Cy for all x and y in A.

(vi) C0 = 0.
(vii)  — C— Cx = Cx for all x in A.

Remark. The algebra zA of 1.1 is said to be a closure algebra if it

satisfies (i)-(vi).
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1 For a definition of a closure algebra and a discussion of its properties see Mc-

Kinsey and Tarski [3].

1 The name "C-5 algebra" is used because the algebra is an algebraic model

(characteristic matrix) for Lewis' system of modal logic S5. A closure algebra is an

algebraic model for Lewis' system S4. For a definition of S4 and S5 see Lewis and

Langford [2], Appendix II.

3 For a definition of MacNeille's extension of a partially ordered set see MacNeille

[4, p. 443 ff.].
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The interior of an element x, Ix, is defined to be the complement

of the closure of the complement of x, —C — x. Therefore, condition

(vii) of 1.1 means that the interior of the closure of x is the closure

of x. Furthermore, taking the complement of both sides of equation

(vii) and substituting — x for x, we obtain:

(2) C - C - x = - C - x for all x in A.

That is, the closure of the interior of x is the interior of x. It is clear

that (2) is equivalent to (vii). The following theorem gives further

conditions which are equivalent to (vii).

Theorem 1.2. IfzA=(A, -, —, C) is a closure algebra then the fol-

lowing conditions are equivalent:

(1) —C—Cx = Cx for all x in A.
(2) C—C — x=— C — x for all x in A.

(3) C(x■ Cy) = Cx- Cy for all x and y in A.

(4) If Cx = x then C — x= —x for all x in A.

(5) If x-Cy=0 then Cx-Cy = 0 for all x and y in A.
(6) If x-Cy = 0 then Cxy — 0 for all x and y in A.

Remarks. An element x is said to be closed if Cx = x and open if

Ix — x. An element is closed if and only if its complement is open.

Hence it follows from (4) that in a C-5 algebra, an element is closed

if and only if it is open and also that the set of closed elements (which

is the same as the set of open elements) forms a Boolean algebra

under the operations of • and —. Condition (6) is the condition that

C is a self-conjugate function.4 Therefore, the operator C in a C-5

algebra satisfies the same properties as each of the cylindrification

operators in a cylindric algebra.6

Proof of Theorem 1.2. We have previously shown that (1) is

equivalent to (2). To carry out the remaining part of the proof we

shall show (a) (1) implies (3), (b) (3) implies (5), (c) (5) implies (6),

(d) (6) implies (4), and finally (e) (4) implies (1).

(a) Using Boolean algebraic properties, it follows that:

x + (-Cy) = x-Cy + (-Cy);

then, taking the closure of both sides of this equation and utilizing

1.1 (v):

Cx + C -Cy = C(x-Cy) + C - Cy.

Now, from (1) it follows that C—Cy= —Cy, hence:

4 Jónsson and Tarski [l, p. 903].

6 Ibid. p. 936.
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Cx + (-Cy) = C(x-Cy) + (-Cy).

Multiplying both sides of the preceding equation by Cy and simplify-

ing, we obtain :

Cx-Cy = C(xCy)Cy.

But from 1.1 (iii), (iv), and (v) it follows that C(x- Cy) g Cy, so that

C(x • Cy) ■ Cy = C(x ■ Cy). Therefore, (1) implies (3).

(b) Assume x-Cy = 0, then it follows from (3) that CxCy — CO.

But, by 1.1 (vi), C0=0. Hence, (3) implies (5). (c) Again assume

x-Cy = 0. By 1.1 (iii), y^Cy, so that Cxy^CxCy. But, by (5),
CxCy = 0. Hence, Cxy = 0. (d) Suppose Cx = x, then — x-Cx=0.

Using (6), it follows that C — xx = 0, or C — x¿ —x. But by 1.1 (iii),

—x^C — x. Therefore, C—x=—x.

(e) By 1.1 (iv), CCx = Cx, so that by (4), C— Cx= — Cx; taking

the complement of both sides of the preceding equation, we obtain

(1). Q.E.D.
Our next theorem shows that the closure operator in a C-5 algebra

is completely distributive over addition. (This, of course, is not

necessarily true in a closure algebra.)

Theorem 1.3. If zA={A, -, — , C) is a C-5 algebra, BQA, and

Ex£ß x is in A, then CE*GB x= E*e^ Cx. (Where, if f is any
function from A to A,   E*£b f(x) =l.u.b.   {f(x): xEB). Similarly,

ILe*/(*)=g-l-b.  lf(x):xEB}.)

Proof. This theorem follows immediately from 1.2 (6) and Theo-

rem 1.14 (ii) of Jónsson and Tarski [l]. If in Theorem 1.3 we replace

C by I and E by IX we obtain the dual theorem and its proof is

analogous.

2. MacNeille's extension. LetzA= (A, ■, — ) be a Boolean algebra.

We can construct an extension <¡A, = (A„ •«,, — e) of zA as follows:

xEAe if and only if xEA or x is the least upper bound or greatest

lower bound of a sub-set of A (the method of Dedekind cuts). If x

and y belong to Ae then x-ey = rLáz*e¿,vav*6¿ x*-y* and —ex

= Uikx*£¿—x*- ^e 's MacNeille's extension of zA and it is known

that zAe is a complete (i.e. all sums and products exist) Boolean alge-

bra which preserves all sums and products of zA.6 (Topologically, zAe

may be described as follows: because of Stone's Theorem,7 we may

assume without loss of generality that the Boolean algebra zA is a

set-field consisting of all open and closed sets of a totally-discon-

« MacNeille [4, Theorems 11.9 and 11.13].

' Stone [6, Theorem l].
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nected compact space. Hence, A is the set of all open and closed sets

of the space, and • and — are the set theoretical operations of inter-

section and complementation. Then Ae is the set of all regular open

sets of the space. (I.e. x is a regular open set if x = interior of the

closure of x.) If x and y belong to Ae, then x-ey=x-y and — ex = inte-

rior of —x. Ae = (Ae,   e, —,) is MacNeille's extension of

*A=(A, - , -).)

We may now define MacNeille's extension of a C-5 algebra as fol-

lows:

Definition 2.1. Let<¡A=(A, ■, —, C) be a C-5 algebra. The algebra

<tAe = (Ae, •«, — „ Ce) is said to be MacNeille's extension of <vf if the

following conditions are satisfied:

(i) {Ae, ■ e, — e) is MacNeille's extension of the Boolean algebra

(A, -, ->.
(ii)  Cex= n«ii'ei( Cx* lor all x in Ae.
It is a simple matter to verify that oAe is a closure algebra. In the

remaining part of this section we shall show that zAe is a C-5 algebra.

Let F be the set of all closed elements of A (i.e. xQF if and only

if xG-<4 and Cx=x). We assert:

(1) II    Cx* =     II    **. for all x in A „

For, suppose y is a factor of LT*Sx*eF **i then x^yE.FQA, so that

Cy is a factor of üisi'g^ Cx*. But since yGF, Cy=y. Therefore,

every factor of HzSi'gf x* ia a factor of Hz¿z*£a Cx*. Now, sup-

pose y is a factor of üig^gA Cx*, then there exists an x*, x£=x*G.<4,

such that y = Cx*. Then, by 1.1 (iv), Cy=y, so that yÇLF, and by

1.1 (iii), x* = Cx*. Hence, y is a factor of YL*£*'Ef x*. Therefore, the

factors of the left side and right side of equation (1) are identical.

Next, if C„x=x, we assert:

(2) Z    Cx* =     Z    x*;

because, suppose y is a term of Z*=**Ef x*> then x'SiyÇzFQA, so

that Cy=3» is a term of Z*ê**e-4 Cx*. If y is a term of Z^'e^ Cx*,
then there exists an x*, x2:x*G-<4, such that y = Cx*. Then, by

hypothesis and 1.1 (v), x = C«x^Cx*=y. Moreover, by 1.1 (iv),

yG-/7. Hence, y is a term of Z*èz*eF x* and (2) holds.

Now, x= Z*ai*e¿ x*, so that by the definition of Z>

Z    x* = *.
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and by 1.1 (iii), xg E*i;z*e¿ Cx*. Hence, it follows from (2) that if

Cex = x then

(3) *=     E    **.
xèx*G.F

Finally, if CeX = x, we may calculate C, — ex as follows:

Ce-ex = IX    Cx* [by 2.1 (ii)J

II    ** [by (1)J

= JJ     — x* [substituting —x* for x*\
-exá-x*Gf

=    H    — x*        [using Boolean algebraic properties

and 1.2 (4) for elements of A ]

,— — ,    E    x* [by Boolean algebraic properties]
xüx*Ef

--.* [by (3)].

Hence, it follows from 1.1 (vii) and 1.2 (4) that zAe is a C-5 algebra,

and we obtain the theorem :

Theorem 2.2. IfzAis a C-5 algebra andzAe is MacNeille's extension

of zA, then zAe is a complete C-5 algebra which preserves all sums and

products of zA.

Remark. One of the consequences of Theorem 2.2 is that the results

which Rasiowa [5] has obtained for Lewis' system S4 can immedi-

ately be extended to S5.8
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